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Candidacy Statement

Joe Biden

I am a 21 year resident of the district & have been caucus convener for several cycles. I want to be a state delegate for the first time this year. I am a member of the
AFSCME retiree's organization, having worked for Ramsey County for over 12 years. My wife & I (and two cats) live on Goodrich Avenue in 2-2. I want to help
defeat Trump, elect DFL'ers in MN & make our party stronger. I've been a campaign volunteer for various candidates over the years both through the campaigns &
through my union.

Joe Biden

Hello, I am a 62 year-old DFLer from St. Paul’s Ward 4, the Merriam Park neighborhood, where I live with my wife of 35 years. I am a physicist at the University of
Minnesota, & I’m proud to be part of an institution that has helped lead Minnesota’s sound response to COVID-19. For that reason, I strongly support candidates &
policies that support science, research, & education at all levels. I am very interested in protecting the Boundary Waters Canoe Area from inappropriate &
dangerous mining operations. I am excited to work for Tina Smith, Betty McCollum, & the rest of our DFL endorsed candidates, & flip the MN Senate to DFL control
so we can make progress in passing important legislation, including cannabis legalization.

Joe Biden

I am interested in voting for the candidate that makes climate & drawdown of carbon the main issue of their campaign. This virus is but a sample of what can be
unleashed if we don't deal with the problem. The candidate should leave no doubt that this is their main focus in their campaign, which will help bring the issue the
attention it deserves.

Male

Joe Biden

Hello Neighbors! I am pleased to be considered as a delegate for CD4 & State conventions. I have been active in a number of local issues serving through the
Union Park District Council. I was the Land Use Committee chair & co-chair of Mayor Coleman’s Citizens Advisory Committee for Midway Center (Allianz Field). I
was a SD64 delegate in 16 & was elected as precinct chair during the most recent caucus. I believe keeping MN blue is our primary responsibility in 2020. We do
this with an exceptional slate of candidates & a positive message based on truth & our vision for the future. Gov. Walz’s leadership during our most recent crisis
has demonstrated that the entire state must come together to meet our toughest challenges. I am committed to building bridges & connections.

Male

Male

Female

William

Moseley

Male

I am a Professor of Geography at Macalester College & my family & I have lived in the Mac Groveland neighborhood of Saint Paul for 20 years. My wife & I have two
grown children who benefitted from public K-12 education in Minnesota. I see the upcoming election as critical for the future of the country. As a progressive
catholic, I support the Isiah agenda for resolutions on: 1) Climate Justice / 100% Clean Energy; 2) Universal Childcare & Paid Family & Medical Leave; & 3)
Immigrant Justice. As an international scholar & former Peace Corps volunteer, I also believe that we need to engage the world in a positive way, including
Elizabeth Warren increased support for the United Nations & the US Peace Corps.

Mary

Mulherin

Female

Bernie Sanders

I believe that Bernie Sanders is the moral choice for all Americans. He has consistently & clearly stated his support of health care for all. He is opposed to funding
more wars. He is committed to the environment on a level that is imperative for all on our planet. I am a mother, grandmother & activist.

Simon

Mulrooney

Male

Joe Biden

I've lived in the Mac-Groveland my whole life, all 17 years. I went to my first caucus at the age of 13, where my precinct passed piles of resolutions. I then went to
my SD to observe the process & loved it I am amazed by this process. We choose our own delegates & make this party our party, the diverse party, the big tent
party. I'm now a junior at Central High, & I want to be a delegate to make this big tent bigger. This big tent does not include high school students. High schoolers
are one of the most active groups in marches, demonstrations, & events! Too many of these actions lead to nothing, because we don't have a seat at the table
when real decisions are being made. I want to help decide what our party stands for, because for many of my peers it is not their party.

Stuart

Orlowski

Male

Bernie Sanders

Hi, I'm very interested in politics. I attended the caucus this year. I've never attended the state convention & I'm would really like to attend this time.

Judy

Parr

Female

Joe Biden

Social worker & life long democrat

Matthew

Paulson

Male

Bernie Sanders

I'm Matt Paulson. I'm a 24 year old Software Engineer & I've lived in Saint Paul for three years now. The 2016 election was the first time I was eligible to vote & I
proudly cast my ballot for Hilary Clinton. I've always been interested in politics, but these last few years have been a wake up call. I don't want to be an armchair
analyst sitting on the sides. I look at the caucus process as a way for me to get more involved with the DFL & start really supporting the progressive causes I
believe in. Thank you for your consideration.

Tricia

Pearson

Female

Joe Biden

I am voting for Biden. I think we need a strong candidate who will lead with facts & heart. I have a strong interest in preserving the BWCA & not allowing mining
there. I would love for a candidate to facilitate finding other good jobs for people in the state. Climate, health care, & immigration are also important to me.

Grace

Riley

Female

I supported Warren because of her breadth of plans & ability to communicate them to the general public with humor, as well as her compassion & willingness to
own her mistakes & grow. No politician (or person) is perfect. It is whether, & how, you address your failings that defines your character. There is always more to
learn. I want compassion & the ability to change & learn to continue to be part of this election.
Elizabeth Warren Also hoping Biden copies her homework.

Matt

Ryg

Male

Bernie Sanders

I am a pragmatic supporter of Senator Bernie Sanders & will represent SD64 well at the conventions. As a first time delegate to CD & state conventions, I humbly
ask for your vote. Thank you for your thoughtful consideration.

Hassan

Saffouri

Male

Bernie Sanders

I’m running as a Bernie delegate—but like Bernie, I support Joe Biden 110%. I’ve been a delegate many times, incl SD64, CD4 & the ’12 & ’16 (Bernie delegate) State
Conventions. I strongly believe in Bernie’s progressive agenda & will work to see his proposals represented & debated. I’ll emphasize moving the party to a more
progressive platform while supporting DFL principles. But, we must come together to support the party’s nominee—and I firmly support Joe Biden, a great
candidate, as our nominee. My fellow delegates know that this country is currently being run by cruel, uncaring, & completely self-serving powers who deal in fear
& hatred. We must ensure that this comes to an end. I ask for your vote so I can do my part. Thank you!

Amy

Schmitt

Female

Joe Biden

I’m interested in learning more about the caucus system by being involved. I want to push for the candidates & policies I believe are important for us to be a just &
compassionate society. Thanks!

Matt

Schmitt

Male

Joe Biden

HI My family has jumped into district 64 politics right about 2016. We have learned a lot about the process & met a lot of great neighbors. I am inspired by change
& believe a green new deal can help us out of our economic problems & heal our planet Thanks Matt Schmitt

Ellie

Scott

Other

Uncommitted

Uncommitted for LGBTQIA+ rights!

